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Abstract
For a Dirac theory of quantum gravity obtained from the refined algebraic quantization
procedure, we propose a quantum notion of Cauchy surfaces. In such a theory, there is a ker-
nel projector for the quantized scalar and momentum constraints, which maps the kinematic
Hilbert space K into the physical Hilbert space H. Under this projection, a quantum Cauchy
surface isomorphically represents H with a kinematic subspace V ⊂ K. The isomorphism in-
duces the complete sets of Dirac observables in D, which faithfully represent the corresponding
complete sets of self-adjoint operators in V. Due to the constraints, a specific subset of the
observables would be “frozen” as number operators, providing a background physical time for
the rest of the observables. Therefore, a proper foliation with the quantum Cauchy surfaces
may provide an observer frame describing the physical states of spacetimes in a Schro¨dinger
picture, with the evolutions under a specific physical background. A simple model will be
supplied as an initiative trial.
∗ chunyenlin@cc.ncu.edu.tw
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Schro¨dinger picture is crucial for our understanding and experimental testing of the existing
quantum theories. In this picture, the dynamics is the evolution of the wave functions over the
spectrum of a certain complete set of observables, happening under a physical background that
provides the notion of time. As it is well known, a Schro¨dinger theory is a quantum representation
of a Hamiltonian dynamics.
In quantum gravity, finding the Schro¨dinger representation poses profound challenges [1][2].
Canonical general relativity had succeeded in providing an initial data formulation for the globally
hyperbolic spacetimes. However, since the theory has no fixed physical background, formulating
it as a Hamiltonian dynamics in a physical time demands a splitting of the phase space coordi-
nates, into two subsets of the background fields and the dynamical fields [3][4]. Particularly, the
background has to yield a monotonic physical time, and the dynamical fields have to define a
phase space of complete observables. Under gravity, the background and the dynamical fields must
be coupled, and are constrained by one another through the scalar and momentum constraints.
Therefore, the proper splitting becomes a highly nontrivial and state dependent issue [1][2]. At
the quantum level, a direct Schro¨dinger representation is thus hindered for a quantum theory of
general relativity.
In addressing this problem, the existing theories of canonical quantum gravity mainly follow
either one of the two approaches we now briefly describe. Throughout the paper, we will allow
matter fields in a theory of our concern. To focus on the gravitational issues, we will assume a
kinematic phase space which already solves all the constraints except for the scalar and momentum
constraints {CNi }, respectively labeled by N = 0 and N = 1, 2, 3. The index i labels the spatial
modes in a compact space.
The first type of theories follows the reduced phase space quantization [5][6][7], and they are
Schro¨dinger theories by construction. Starting from the classical level, one first identifies a phys-
ically significant subset Dcl of the physical states, which allows the proper splitting of the phase
space coordinates mentioned above. We denote the chosen background fields as {φNi , P
N
i }, and the
dynamical fields as {ψKi , P
K
i }. For the full theory, the background consists of four clock fields {φ
N
i }
which coordinatize each of the constraint orbits on the constraint surface belonging to Dcl. These
background fields then provide a set of physical spacetime coordinates to each of the spacetimes
represented by the orbits. We may then define the set of dynamical observables {ψKi (φ¯
N
j ), P
K
i (φ¯
N
j )}
as functions in Dcl taking the values of the dynamical fields at where {φNj = φ¯
N
j } in each of the
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spacetimes. Meanwhile, the observables {φNi (φ¯
N
j )} are trivialy defined, and the values of {P
N
i (φ¯
N
j )}
are determined by solving the constraints. Remarkably, for each allowed value of φ¯Nj the dynamical
observables {ψKi (φ¯
N), PKi (φ¯
N)} represent {ψKi , P
K
i } through a Poisson isomorphism [5], and thus
coordinatize a reduce phase space of the physical stetes Dcl. Subsequently, one may choose a one
parameter family of the background field values {φ¯Nj (τ)} with a monotonic time function T (φ¯
N
j (τ)),
which defines a specific foliation of the spacetimes in Dcl. This way, we obtain an unconstrained
Hamiltonian theory in the reduced phase space, with the evolutions happening in the physical
time T (φ¯N(τ))under the physical background {φ¯Nj (τ)}. Finally, the Hamiltonian dynamics may be
quantized into a Schro¨dinger theory with the wave functions of the form Ψ(τ)[ψ
K
i ].
In this approach, the obtained Schro¨dinger theory is built from the classical Cauchy surfaces
labeled by the background fields φ¯Nj (τ), which are clearly specialized in the theory to remain
classical. Also, since a reduced phase space covers only the region Dcl, the Schro¨dinger theory
could not recover the full solutions of camonical general relativity in the classical limits. These
issues arise from reconciling the relative and local notion of time in the classical theory, with the
absolute and global time required by the quantum theory. People considering the general covariance
as fundamental [5] tend to regard the approach as an effective approach, applicable only when the
quantum fluctuations of the clock fields are negligible. On the other hand, people regarding the
principle of quantum mechanics as fundamental [6][7] tend to regard the approach as fundamental,
selecting a truly physical sector of states accompanied with a privileged absolute time, which then
leads to a familiar well-defined quantum field theory. For the context of this paper, we observe
that the physical time in one of such these theories, absolute or not, is very different from the
Newtonian time. It is given by the non-dynamical background fields which are experimentally
observable just like the dynamical fields. Thus one may always ask whether the theory may still
encode the possibly observable quantum nature of the background fields, in some alternative notion
of time.
The second type of theories [8][9] seeks to quantize the full canonical general relativity following
the Dirac quantization program, such that the general covariance remains in the quantum level.
Currently, the most concrete way to implement the program is given by a procedure known as the
refined algebraic quantization [10][11][12].
In these theories, the canonical quantization is first applied to the unconstrained phase space,
such that the mentioned fields are equally represented by the operators {φˆNi , Pˆ
N
i , ψˆ
K
i , Pˆ
K
i } defined
in a kinematic Hilbert space K. The constraints should be also properly quantized as self-adjoint
operators {CˆNi } in K. The physical Hilbert space H is then given by the (generalized) kernel of
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the constraint operators. Note that H demands a definition of Hermitian inner product without
an absolute notion of time. Remarkably, this inner product can be naturally defined through the
refined algebraic quantization [10][11][12], such that the self-adjoint operators in K commuting with
{CˆNi } become the Dirac observables in H. This way, each state Ψ ∈ H is a quantum representation
of a spacetime.
This type of theories faces many challenges from its unconventional timeless nature. For the
dynamics, one has to identify the Dirac observables carrying the information of physical evolu-
tions. A widely studied method is to identify the specific Dirac observables {ψˆKi (φ¯
N
j ), Pˆ
K
i (φ¯
N
j )}
representing the classical observables {ψKi (φ¯
N
j ), P
K
i (φ¯
N
j )} mentioned above. These observables are
called the quantum relational observables [32][33][34], and they differ from their counter parts in
the reduced phase space theories in two crucial aspects. First, one set of quantum relational observ-
ables {ψˆKi (φ¯
N
j ), Pˆ
K
i (φ¯
N
j )} is at the same footing of another set {ψˆ
′K
i (φ¯
′N
j ), Pˆ
′K
i (φ¯
′N
j )}; they are just
two different sets of observables using different clocks. Therefore, the notion of time here is truly
relative and compatible with the general covariance. Second, the observables {ψˆKi (φ¯
N
j ), Pˆ
K
i (φ¯
N
j )}
are composite operators utilizing the clock fields as the quantum field operators φˆNj rather than a
classical background. This means that the algebra among {ψˆKi (φ¯
N
j ), Pˆ
K
i (φ¯
N
j )} would contain the
complicated corrections from the quantum fluctuations of the clock fields. The corrections can give
the quantum effects of the instruments in a realistic measurement [32], but they also obscure the
notion of a complete set of observables for the quantum theory. In contrast to the case of the re-
duced phase space approach, the Cauchy surfaces identified by the quantum relational observables
fluctuate with the quantized clock fields, and they are unsuitable for defining a Schro¨dinger theory.
The goal of this paper is to propose an exact notion of Cauchy surfaces in the Dirac theories,
which is analogous to that in the reduced phase space theory and suitable for defining a Schro¨dinger
theory. By demands of the Dirac theories, these Cauchy surfaces must be defined at the quantum
level in a relative way. In a general prescription, we will provide a natural definition for the
quantum Cauchy surfaces in the context of the refined algebraic quantization. Then, we will
develop a local construction of quantum Cauchy surfaces with a specified physical background for
a physical subspace D ⊂ H. Then, we will extrapolate the conditions for a set of quantum Cauchy
surfaces to form a foliation for a Schro¨dinger theory, under a specified background appearing to be
without quantum fluctuations. Also, we will relate our formulation to the path integral transition
amplitudes from the covariant theories of quantum gravity. Lastly, as an initial trial, we will apply
the idea to a simple model with a single scalar constraint, and demonstrate that the Schro¨dinger
theories of the different foliations could emerge from the same underlying Dirac theory, as perceived
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from the observer frames with the different backgrounds.
II. GENERAL PRESCRIPTION
Refined algebraic quantization [10][11][12] is a concrete procedure to realize the Dirac quantiza-
tion of a system with first-class constraints. The application of the procedure to canonical general
relativity has been a subject under intense studies [13][14][15]. In quantum cosmology, refined al-
gebraic quantization has been completed in many symmetrically reduced models [16][17], yielding
rich implications of the quantum gravitational effects. As for the full theory, the most promising
on-going program lies in loop quantum gravity [13][14][15]. In the following, we summarize the
steps of the procedure. Taking both cosmological models and the full theory into consideration,
we set the ranges of the indices in {CNi } to vary with the assumed symmetries. For instance, a
homogeneous and isotropic model has only the scalar constraint N = 0 with a global spatial mode
i = 0. The first step is the canonical quantization of the unconstrained phase space, leading to the
kinematic Hilbert space K, where the constraints are represented by a set of self-adjoint operators
{CˆNi }. Then, one must impose the quantum constraints to obtain the physical Hilbert space. This
crucial step in the procedure is through finding a constraint kernel projection map Pˆ : K → K∗,
called a rigging map [10][11][12]. The map has to properly implement the form
Pˆ ∼
∏
N,i
δ(CˆNi ) ,
such that its image satisfies CˆNi |Image[Pˆ] = 0 in a proper sense. When this map is found, it naturally
endows Image[Pˆ] with a Hermitian inner product. Such an inner product between two physical
states |Ψ1) = Pˆ |ψ1〉 and |Ψ2) = Pˆ |ψ2〉, would be given by [10][11][12]
(Ψ1|Ψ2) = 〈ψ1| Pˆ |ψ2〉 . (2.1)
The physical Hilbert space H ≡ Image[Pˆ] is thus defined through the rigging map, and a physical
state |Ψ) ∈ H is a quantum representation of a spacetime. Furthermore, with this inner product,
a self-adjoint operator in K commuting with {CˆNi } automatically becomes a Dirac observable
[10][11][12] in H.
For the simplest cases of the FRW quantum cosmological models with a massless scalar matter
field T [17][18][19], the kinematic phase space coordinates consist of the scalar-field conjugate pair
(Tˆ , PˆT ) and the gravitational conjugate pair (pˆ , cˆ) of the scale factor and the extrinsic curvature.
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The only constraint operator is the global scalar constraint operator Cˆ0i=0 ≡ Cˆ, generating a one-
parameter group of unitary transformations. In this case, Pˆ is shown [19] to be given by the group
averaging expression
Pˆ ≡
∫
dλ Uˆ (λ) ; Uˆ(λ) ≡ e−iλ Cˆ . (2.2)
From the resulted physical Hilbert space, various important implications about the cosmic evolution
have been derived using the quantum relational observables of the form [19]
Oˆ(T¯ ) ≡
∫
dλ Uˆ(λ) sym
{
Oˆ f(PˆT ) δ(Tˆ − T¯ )
}
Uˆ−1(λ) ; Oˆ ≡ O(pˆ , cˆ), (2.3)
where sym denotes a proper self-adjoint symmetrization, and the factor f(PˆT ) serves as the absolute
value of the Jacobian between dT and dλ. These Dirac observables represent the value of the
gravitational variables at the clock time T = T¯ in the universe.
Constructing a rigging map for the full theory requires the detailed knowledge of the group of
transformations generated by the scalar and momentum constraints, which have a complicated al-
gebra with structure functions. Despite of the challenge, remarkable progresses have been achieved
especially in the framework of loop quantum gravity [13][35][36].
As a remarkable triumph, a rigging map solving the momentum constraints has been rigorously
implemented in loop quantum gravity, leading to a spatial-diffeomorphism invariant kinematic
Hilbert space [37][38][39] that concretely realizes the spatial quantum geometry. Recently, there
are also significant advances in the pursuit of anomaly-free quantization of both the scalar and
momentum constraints [22][23]. Therefore, it is hopeful that a full rigging map for both the
quantum scalar and momentum constraints may be defined, once the quantum constraints’ algebra
could be controlled and simplified. The method of the master constraint [24][25] provides another
possible direction. The classical master constraint is given by the weighted sum over the square
of each of the original constraints, which combines the infinitely many original constraints into a
single one. The master constraint operator in loop quantum gravity [24][25] has been successfully
constructed. Also, it has been shown [26] that the master constraint may have the proper spectrum
for a rigging map. In this method with only one constraint operator, it is even hopeful that the
rigging map may be constructed with the group averaging method (2.2).
In a broader context, the matrix elements of a rigging map defined in (2.1) have been studied
as the transition amplitudes in many path integral formalisms of quantum gravity [29][30][28][27].
Conversely, one of such consistent path integral theory may define a rigging map for a corresponding
Dirac theory [28][27]. Through the progress of these path integral formalisms, it is hopeful that
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we may understand and calculate the rigging maps via the path integral transition amplitudes.
This is especially the case in loop quantum gravity, which has a path integral formalism called the
spinfoam models [28][27][8]. The models are originated to calculate a rigging map for the canonical
loop quantum gravity, with the path integrals defined according to the actions of the constraint
operators. The transition amplitudes in the models are given by summing over the descretized
history of the quantum geometry [28][27][8], which may be computed perturbatively. With the
remarkable progresses in the spinfoam models, it is hopeful that the models would effectively
define the desired rigging map for canonical loop quantum gravity.
Having mentioned the above, we should assume that the refined algebraic quantization can be
applied to quantize a theory of our concern. The resulted quantum theory is thus equipped with
the triplet (H,K, Pˆ) specified above.
A. Definition
We start by making an observation in the FRW cosmology, where Pˆ can be constructed by the
group averaging method as in (2.2). Recall in these cases we have the standard quantum relational
observables (2.3), whose actions on a quantum state of spacetime Ψ ∈ H would be
Oˆ(T¯ ) |Ψ〉 ≡
∫
dλ Uˆ(λ) sym
{
Oˆ f(PˆT ) δ(Tˆ − T¯ )
}
Uˆ−1(λ) |Ψ〉
= Pˆ · sym
{
Oˆ f(PˆT ) δ(Tˆ − T¯ )
}
|Ψ〉 (2.4)
where the invariance Uˆ−1(λ) |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 holds for the physical state. A classical Cauchy surface in
a spacetime represents a causal instance, which contains complete but non-redundant information
about the spacetime. Thus If the clock T is to specify a unique Cauchy surface with T = T¯ for
every physical solution, the condition 1(T¯ ) = 1 should be satisfied on the constraint surface. The
analogous condition at the quantum level is
1ˆ(T¯ ) |Ψ〉 = Pˆ · sym
{
f(PˆT ) δ(Tˆ − T¯ )
}
|Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 (2.5)
for any Ψ ∈ H. That is, the operator definining the Cauchy surface is a right inverse operator to
Pˆ.
In light of this observation, we now take (2.5) to be the fundamental definition of a quantum
Cauchy surface. That is, for any given rigging map Pˆ, we define a quantum Cauchy surface Πˆt0 ,
labeled by t0, to be a linear map satisfying
Πˆt0 : H→ K ; Pˆ · Πˆt0 = Iˆ . (2.6)
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Essentially, Πˆt0 is a specific isomorphism between H and Image[Πˆt0 ] ≡ V
t0 ⊂ K, so that each state
Ψ ∈ H is uniquely represented by an element Πˆt0Ψ ≡ ψt0 ∈ V
t0 .
We denote the set of all linear operators in K as {Oˆn : K → K}, and the set of all Dirac
observables as {OˆN = Oˆ
†
N : H → H}. For a given Πˆt0 , denote the set of all V
t0- preserving
operators as {OˆV
t0
m } ⊂ {Oˆn}. Through the isomorphism, the Dirac observables {OˆN} can be
represented by a corresponding set of operators {OˆV
t0
N } ⊂ {Oˆ
Vt0
m } satisfying
OˆN¯ = Pˆ Oˆ
Vt0
N¯ Πˆt0 ≡ Oˆ
Vt0
N¯ (t0). (2.7)
Clearly from the definition, the restriction OˆV
t0
N¯
|Vt0 is determined by OˆN¯ , while its extension
outside of the subspace Vt0 is arbitrary. Also, we have introduced the notation OˆV
t0
N¯
(t0) with the
interpretation that OˆN¯ represents the value of O
Vt0
N¯
at the Cauchy surface t0. This interpretation
is supported by the algebraic isomorphism
OˆV
t0
N (t0) Oˆ
Vt0
N ′ (t0) =
(
OˆV
t0
N Oˆ
Vt0
N ′
)
(t0) and
[
OˆV
t0
N (t0), Oˆ
Vt0
N ′ (t0)
]
=
[
OˆV
t0
N , Oˆ
Vt0
N ′
]
(t0). (2.8)
To understand the classical limits of the observables {OˆV
t0
N (t0)}, it is necessary to relate them to
the self-adjoint subset {OˆV
t0
N = Oˆ
Vt0†
N } ⊂ {Oˆ
Vt0
m }. Note that the operator Oˆ
Vt0
N¯
in (2.7) generally
cannot be chosen as self-adjoint in K, since Πˆt0 is generally not an isometry between the two Hilbert
spaces Vt0 and H. However, Πˆt0 is always related to an isometry through a similar transformation
in Vt0 . Setting {|Ek)} to be an orthonormal basis of H, we introduce a similar map Λˆt0 ∈ {Oˆ
Vt0
m }
such that {|eK〉 ≡ Λˆt0Πˆt0 |Ek)} gives an orthonormal basis of V
t0 . The isometry Λˆt0Πˆt0 then leads
to a new expression of (2.7) with
OˆV
t0
N¯ = Λˆ
−1
t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N¯ Λˆt0 ; Oˆ
Vt0
N¯ (t0) =
(
Λˆ−1t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N¯ Λˆt0
)
(t0). (2.9)
Here, OˆV
t0
N¯
|Vt0 is self-adjoint and determined up to an unitary ambiguity in choosing the Λˆt0 . The
algebraic isomorphism above is then carried over as
(Λˆ−1t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N Λˆt0)(t0)(Λˆ
−1
t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N ′ Λˆt0)(t0) =
(
Λˆ−1t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N Oˆ
Vt0
N ′ Λˆt0
)
(t0) , and[
(Λˆ−1t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N Λˆt0)(t0), (Λˆ
−1
t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N ′ Λˆt0)(t0)
]
=
(
Λˆ−1t0
[
OˆV
t0
N , Oˆ
Vt0
N ′
]
Λˆt0
)
(t0). (2.10)
In the reverse direction, we have the following important conclusion. Given a quantum Cauchy
surface Πˆt0 , each complete set of self-adjoint of operators in V
t0 , namely the set {OˆV
t0
N }, determines
a complete set of Dirac observables {(Λˆ−1t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N Λˆt0)(t0)} up to an unitary ambiguity in H associated
to the choice of Λˆt0 .
Let us now observe the relation between the quantum relational observables and the Dirac
observables we just defined. We look into the simple case of the FRW quantum cosmology by
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comparing the expression (2.4) with the expression (2.7) when applied to the setting. We see
that the two types of observables may be closely related if the pair ( f(PˆT ) δ(Tˆ − T¯ ) , O(pˆ , cˆ) ) is
identifiable with the pair ( Πˆt0 , Λˆ
−1
t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N¯
Λˆt0 ) under certain approximations. In many interesting
models where the T field has a good asymptotic behavior, the condition (2.5) would hold exactly
[19][31] with a proper f(PˆT ). In these models we may choose Πˆt0 ≡ sym{f(PˆT ) δ(Tˆ − T¯ )} as
a quantum Cauchy surface. The corresponding subspace Vt0 would be an eigenspace of Tˆ with
Tˆ |Vt0 = T¯ , and it would also have a complete set of self-conjugate operators {O
Vt0
N (cˆ, pˆ)}. With
each given Λˆt0 , the set gives a complete set of Dirac observables {(Λˆ
−1
t0O
Vt0
N (cˆ, pˆ)Λˆt0)(t0)}. When
the given Λˆt0 is such that (Λˆ
−1
t0O
Vt0
N (cˆ, pˆ)Λˆt0) = O
Vt0
N (cˆ, pˆ) +O(~), we have
(Λˆ−1t0 Oˆ
Vt0
N Λˆt0)(t0) = Oˆ
Vt0
N (T¯ ) +O(~) ; (Λˆ
−1
t0 Tˆ Λˆt0)(t0) = T¯ . (2.11)
Therefore, in these models the two sets of observables are two distinct quantum representations of
the same classical observables.
Here, the difference term of O(~) represents a crucial distinction between the two types of
observables. The self adjointness of the quantum relational observables is established through
the self-adjoint extensions, which symmetrize the operator orderings. On the other hand, our
observables are isomorphically induced from the set of kinematic self-adjoint operators in Vt0 .
Therefore, while the relational quantum observables’ algebra contains the quantum corrections
from the quantum clocks, the quantum Cauchy surfaces lead to the Dirac observables faithfully
representing their kinematic counterparts.
B. Local Construction of a Quantum Cauchy Surface
The purpose of introducing the quantum Cauchy surfaces is to derive a Schro¨dinger theory
from a Dirac theory (H,K, Pˆ). To do that, we first identify the instantaneous wave functions at a
quantum Cauchy surface with a given physical background.
Let us continue using the previous notations with K ≡ Span{|φNi 〉 ⊗ |ψ
K
i 〉}, in which the
field operators {φˆNi , Pˆ
N
i , ψˆ
K
i , Pˆ
K
i } are defined. Although all the fields are quantized in the Dirac
theory, the physical quantum degrees of freedom are “fewer” than those of K due to the quantum
constraints {CˆNi }. By our construction, these physical degrees of freedom are exactly the degrees
of freedom in Vτ0 . Our goal is to further show that the degrees of freedom in Vτ0 can provide
the physical spectra to certain Schro¨dinger wave functions, at the moment of time given by the
quantum Cauchy surface Πˆτ0 . Such a moment could be labeled by a certain set of background
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fields, whose quantum fluctuations are absent in Vτ0 due to the constraints. They would be as
many as the number of the constraints, and taking a set of specific eigenvalues in Vτ0 . For a set
of chosen background fields, we expect such a description to be valid only locally in a sub-Hilbert
space D ⊂ H. Accordingly, we would also localize our construction in the following way.
We now set the instantaneous background to be φNi = φ¯
N
i (τ0). This restricts K to its maximal
subspace consistent with the background, which is just the corresponding eigenspacce given by
S
τ0
⋆ ≡ Span{|φ¯
N
i (τ0)〉 ⊗ |ψ
K
i 〉}. This also defines the domain of the Heisenberg states for our
Schro¨dinger theory, which would be Dτ0 ≡ Pˆ S
τ0
⋆ ⊂ H. In general, the spectra of the wave functions
cannot be found in Sτ0⋆ , as it may have a nontrivial kernel of Pˆ and thus fail to be isomorphic to
Dτ0 . Instead, we should look into a quantum Cauchy surface Πˆτ0 with S
τ0 ≡ Πˆτ0Dτ0 ⊂ S
τ0
⋆ . Being
consistent with the background and isomorphic to Dτ0 , the subspace S
τ0 would satisfy
S
τ0 ⊕Ker[Pˆ|
S
τ0
⋆
] = Sτ0⋆ . (2.12)
Reversely, each Sτ0 satisfying the above defines a quantum Cauchy surface in the domain Dτ0 which
is consistent with the background φNi = φ¯
N
i (τ0).
Therefore, the first important step is identifying the kernel Ker[Pˆ|
S
τ0
⋆
]. The kernel is given
by the set of elements corresponding to the zero vector in H with zero norm under the rigging
map. Since the rigging map also defines the inner product through (2.1), the basis of the kernel is
specified by the linearly independent maximal set {|e S
τ0
⋆ λ〉} ⊂ S
τ0
⋆ (with the members labeled by λ)
satisfying
〈e S
τ0
⋆ λ| Pˆ |e S
τ0
⋆ λ〉 = 0 . (2.13)
The space Span{|e S
τ0
⋆ λ〉} = Ker[Pˆ|Sτ0⋆ ] then specify the valid choices for S
τ0 satisfying (2.12).
Clearly whenever the kernel is non-trivial, the space Sτ0 is non-unique.
Suppose the kernel is determined and a specific Sτ0 is chosen correspondingly. This gives us
a quantum Cauchy surface Πˆτ0 specified in Dτ0 . To define the wave functions we are looking
for, we use (2.7) to construct the Dirac observables preserving the Heisenberg domain Dτ0 . By
definition, they are the representations of the Sτ0-preserving set {OˆS
τ0
N
} ⊂ {OˆV
τ0
N }, whose restriction
{OˆS
τ0
N
|Sτ0 ≡ O
Sτ0
N
(φˆNi , ψˆ
K
i , Pˆ
K
i ) : S
τ0 → Sτ0} is the set of all the self-adjoint operators in Sτ0 .
The observables also require a Sτ0-preserving Λˆτ0 , which will be denoted as ΛˆSτ0 , whose re-
striction ΛˆSτ0 |Sτ0 ≡ ΛˆSτ0 : S
τ0 → Sτ0 is a similar transformation in Sτ0 . Set {|eS
τ0
K 〉} to be an
orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space Sτ0 . In this paper, we assume integer values for the index
K, for the convenience of our description. By definition, the basis { Pˆ Λˆ−1
Sτ0
|eS
τ0
K 〉 ≡ |E
S
τ0
K )} of
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Dτ0 should be orthonormal in the Hilbert space H. This condition then defines ΛˆSτ0 through the
equation
(Λ−1
Sτ0
)∗
J
L (Λ
−1
Sτ0
)KM 〈e
S
τ0
J | Pˆ |e
S
τ0
K 〉 = (E
S
τ0
L |E
S
τ0
M ) = δL,M . (2.14)
Obviously, the ΛˆSτ0 is defined up to a unitary transformation in S
τ0 .
So far we have argued that, given a background φNi = φ¯
N
i (τ0), via (2.13) and (2.14) the rigging
map elements in Sτ0⋆ define a quantum Cauchy surface Πˆτ0 and the corresponding Dirac observables
in Dτ0 , up to the two ambiguities. Before addressing the ambiguities, let us write down the
instantaneous wave functions.
Through (2.7), the set of Dτ0 preserving Dirac observables is the set {(Λˆ
−1
Sτ0
OˆS
τ0
N
ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0)}, whose
action on a state ΨDτ0 ∈ Dτ0 takes the form
(Λˆ−1
Sτ0
OˆS
τ0
N
ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0) ·
∣∣ΨDτ0) = Pˆ Λˆ−1Sτ0 OˆSτ0N ΛˆSτ0 Πˆτ0 · ∣∣ΨDτ0). (2.15)
Thus, each conjugate pair of complete sets in Sτ0 , consisting of {XˆS
τ0
N
} ⊂ {OˆS
τ0
N
} and {PˆS
τ0
N
} ⊂
{OˆS
τ0
N
}, gives a conjugate pair of complete Dirac Observables in Dτ0 , consisting of {(Λˆ
−1
Sτ0
XˆS
τ0
N
ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0)}
and {(Λˆ−1
Sτ0
Pˆ S
τ0
N
ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0)}. Also, we would have ΛˆSτ0 = ΛSτ0 (Xˆ
Sτ0
N
, PˆS
τ0
N
).
An orthonormal eigenbasis for Dτ0 of {(Λˆ
−1
Sτ0
XˆS
τ0
N
ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0)}, denoted as {|X
Sτ0
N
; ΛˆSτ0 )}, can be
read off directly as
∣∣XSτ0
N
; ΛˆSτ0
)
≡ Pˆ Λˆ−1
Sτ0
|φ¯Ni (τ0) , X
Sτ0
N
〉 , (2.16)
where {|φ¯Ni (τ0) , X
Sτ0
N
〉} is an orthonormal eigenbasis for Sτ0 of {XˆS
τ0
N
}. It can be easily checked
that the basis indeed satisfies
(Λˆ−1
Sτ0
XˆS
τ0
N ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0) ·
∣∣X¯Sτ0N ; ΛˆSτ0 ) = X¯Sτ0N ∣∣X¯Sτ0N ; ΛˆSτ0) ;
(Λˆ−1
Sτ0
φˆNi ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0) ·
∣∣X¯Sτ0N ; ΛˆSτ0 ) = φ¯Ni (τ0) ∣∣X¯Sτ0N ; ΛˆSτ0 ). (2.17)
Finally, each normalized state ΨDτ0 ∈ Dτ0 corresponds to a normalized wave function
ΨDτ0 (τ0)
[
XS
τ0
N
; ΛˆSτ0
]
≡
(
XS
τ0
N
; ΛˆSτ0
∣∣ΨDτ0 ). (2.18)
This gives the instantaneous XS
τ0
N
-representation of ΨDτ0 , under the background φ¯
N
i (τ0). The
PS
τ0
N
-representation would then be the conjugate representation.
Finally, we address the ambiguities in the choices of Sτ0 and ΛˆSτ0 under the given back-
ground φ¯Ni (τ0). Let us consider the possibility of another valid pair (S
′τ0 , ΛˆS′ τ0 ). That means,
S
′τ0 satisfies (2.12) and we have { PˆΛˆ−1
S′
τ0 |e
S′
τ0
K 〉 = |E
S
′ τ0
K ) ≡ |E
S
τ0
K )} for some orthonormal
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basis {|eS
′ τ0
K 〉} of S
′τ0 . Relating to the original choice, there should be an unitary operator
Uˆ = U(φˆNi , ψˆ
K
i , Pˆ
K
i ) : S
τ0
⋆ → S
τ0
⋆ which transforms {|e
S
τ0
K 〉} into {|e
S′
τ0
K 〉}. Then, using the set
(XˆS
′ τ0
N
, Pˆ S
′ τ0
N
) ≡ (Uˆ−1XˆS
τ0
N
Uˆ , Uˆ−1Pˆ S
τ0
N
Uˆ) one can easily show that
(
(Λˆ−1
Sτ0
XˆS
τ0
N ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0) , (Λˆ
−1
Sτ0
Pˆ S
τ0
N ΛˆSτ0 )(τ0)
)
=
(
(Λˆ−1
S′
τ0 Xˆ
S′
τ0
N ΛˆS′τ0 )(τ0) , (Λˆ
−1
S′
τ0 Pˆ
S′
τ0
N ΛˆS′ τ0 )(τ0)
)
.
(2.19)
This then leads to
ΨDτ0 (τ0)
[
XS
τ0
N
; ΛˆSτ0
]
= ΨDτ0 (τ0)
[
XS
′τ0
N
; ΛˆS′ τ0
]∣∣∣∣
X
S
τ0
N
=XS
′τ0
N
. (2.20)
It is clearly now that the different choices of Sτ0 and ΛˆSτ0 are related by the changes of the variables
in ψˆKi and Pˆ
K
i , in the expressions of the observables under the background φ¯
N
i (τ0).
C. Quantum Foliation and Schro¨dinger Theories
To explore the dynamics of the theory, we specify a background φNi = φ¯
N
i (τ) over various τ ,
which gives a scalar time field Tj(φ¯
N
i (τ)) increasing monotonically with τ . Following our construc-
tion in the previous section, we find a family of quantum Cauchy surfaces {Πˆτ}, whose each member
Πˆτ has the specified background φ¯
N
i (τ) and the corresponding domain Dτ . Suppose Dτ = D, then
each normalized state ΦD ∈ D can be written as a normalized wave function ΨD (τ)
[
XS
τ
N
; ΛˆSτ
]
at any value of τ . If we further have (XˆS
τ
N
, PˆS
τ
N
) = (XˆN, PˆN), the the family of wave functions
would share a common spectrum basis. This allows a wave function ΨD (τ)
[
XN; ΛˆSτ
]
describing an
evolution over the spectrum of XˆN. Also, the unitary evolution of ΨD (τ) in τ would be governed
by an effective self-adjoint Hamiltonian operator Hˆ = H(XˆN, PˆN; τ). Therefore, we see that the
two stability conditions lead to a Schro¨dinger theory. In the following, we address the two stability
conditions separately.
We first look into the stability of the observables {XS
τ
N
,PS
τ
N
}. Let us setXS
τ0
N
≡ XN, and observe
that the stability is equivalent to the validity of the choice with Sτ = Span{|φ¯Ni (τ)〉⊗|X
Sτ0
N
〉}. From
the previous section, this specific form of Sτ is valid if and only if the equation Sτ⊕Ker[Pˆ|Sτ⋆ ] = S
τ
⋆ is
satisfied. Here we know that Sτ⋆ = Span{|φ¯
N
i (τ)〉⊗|Ψ
K
i 〉}, andKer[Pˆ|Sτ⋆ ] = Span{|φ¯
N
i (τ)〉⊗|ηn(τ)〉}
with {|ηn(τ)〉} being a basis for a τ dependent subspace of the Ψ
K
i -space. Therefore, the equation
is equivalent to
Span{|XS
τ0
N
〉} ⊕ Span{|ηn(τ)〉} = Span{|Ψ
K
i 〉}. (2.21)
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Note that the only τ dependence lies in the second term, and that the equation is satisfied at τ = τ0
by definition. Let τ increases from τ0, as long as the space Span{|ηn(τ)〉} varies continuously, we
expect it to remain a complement to Span{|XS
τ0
N
〉} in Span{|ΨKi 〉} in a finite range τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ
′
1.
Within that range, we may set XS
τ
N
≡ XS
τ0
N
≡ XN and P
Sτ
N
≡ PS
τ0
N
≡ PN, thereby obtaining a
stable set of observables in the range τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ
′
1.
Now we look into the domain stability Dτ = D, which says that the quantum Cauchy surfaces
must define a foliation for a definite set of quantum spacetimes given by D. Such a condition has to
do with the relations between the different quantum Cauchy surfaces, which by construction must
base on the algebra of the quantum constraints. From the physical point of view, the quantum
constraints should generate the deformations of the quantum Cauchy surfaces. Indeed, since the
rigging map by construction is invariant under the transformations generated by the quantum
constraints, we have
Pˆ ei Cˆ
N
i
·Nˆ i
N Πˆt = PˆΠˆt = Iˆ , (2.22)
where the lapse and shift operators Nˆ iN could be arbitrary kinematic operators, as long as it is
arranged to the right of CˆNi . Therefore, these transformations indeed deforms Πˆt into another
quantum Cauchy surface, so we may write
ei Cˆ
N
i
·Nˆ i
N · Πˆt ≡ Πˆt;Nˆ . (2.23)
One may then define a one parameter family of quantum Cauchy surfaces Πˆτ0;Nˆ(τ) deformed from
the Πˆτ0 (with Nˆ
i
N(τ0) = 0). This family give a foliation to the set of quantum spacetimes Dτ0 .
In terms of such deformations we may write down a sufficient condition for the domain stability,
which is
Image
[
ei Cˆ
N
i
· ˆ¯N i
N
(τ)|
S
τ0
⋆
]
= Sτ⋆ (2.24)
for some ˆ¯N iN(τ) and over some finite interval τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ
′′
1 . The sufficient condition is thus the
existence of the specific deformations that translate the clock fields’ values according to φNi =
φ¯Ni (τ). When this condition is met, the domain stability would be granted in the interval with
Dτ = Dτ0 = D. In many homogeneous cosmological models with only one decoupled clock variable,
the requirement (2.24) can be achieved easily through setting the lapse operator inverse to the clock
momentum operator, which leads to a translation generator for the clock variable. In a generalized
case, the validity of (2.24) depends greatly on the details of the theory, especially on the explicit
quantization of the constraints and the resulted algebra in the quantum level.
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Finally, whenever the two stability conditions are established in the respective intervals, we
expect a Schro¨dinger theory defined in the overlapping interval τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ1 with min{τ
′
1, τ
′′
1 } ≡ τ1.
D. Path Integral and Schro¨dinger Transition Amplitudes
By construction, the matrix elements of the rigging map provide the full information of the Dirac
theory. Thus we should be able to formulate our construction in terms of these matrix elements.
Specifically, given a background φ¯Ni (τ), we would like to extrapolate the Schro¨dinger theories using
only the transition amplitudes among the associated sectors of {Sτ⋆}. As mentioned, these elements
are expected to be the transition amplitudes given by a path integral theory [28][27][29][30], so the
formulation may also provide an interpretation to the path integral amplitudes in terms of the
Schro¨dinger picture. In the following, we describe a procedure of using the matrix elements of the
associated sectors to obtain the Schro¨dinger theories under the given background.
Starting from the Sτ⋆ specified by the background φ¯
N
i (τ), our first step is to identify the rigging
map kernels {Ker[Pˆ|Sτ⋆ ]} of various τ values. Recall that these kernels are specified by (2.13),
which states that the kernels are given by the members in {Sτ⋆} with zero self-transition amplitudes.
Therefore, the matrix elements {〈φ¯Ni (τ), ψ
′K
i | Pˆ |φ¯
N
i (τ), ψ
K
i 〉} in S
τ
⋆ can determine Ker[Pˆ|Sτ⋆ ] for each
τ .
After the kernels are determined, one may choose Sτ = Span{|φ¯Ni (τ),XN〉} that is complement
to the kernel at each τ value, over a finite interval τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ
′
1 of our concern. From the argument
in the previous section, we expect this to be achievable quite generally. The complete set {XˆN} in
S
τ then induces a complete set of Dirac observables in Dτ , with an orthonormal eigenbasis given
by (2.16). Denoting the set of eigenvalues for XˆN as {X
(I)
N
}, we can write down the inner product
between any two of the basis members in τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ
′
1, as
(
X
(I)
N
; Λˆ
Sτ
′
∣∣X(J)
N
; ΛˆSτ
)
= (Λ−1
Sτ
′ )
∗K
I
(Λ−1
Sτ
)
L
J 〈φ¯
N
i (τ
′),X
(K)
N
| Pˆ |φ¯Ni (τ),X
(L)
N
〉 . (2.25)
Setting τ = τ ′, the orthonormal condition for the eigenbasis leads to (2.14) in the form
(Λ−1
Sτ
)∗
J
L
(Λ−1
Sτ
)
K
M
〈φ¯Ni (τ),X
(J)
N
| Pˆ |φ¯Ni (τ),X
(K)
N
〉 = δL,M . (2.26)
One may then solve the above for ΛˆSτ = ΛSτ (XˆN, PˆN) = Λ(φˆ
N
i , XˆN, PˆN) using the matrix el-
ements {〈φ¯Ni (τ),X
(J)
N
| Pˆ |φ¯Ni (τ),X
(K)
N
〉}. Finally, with the ΛˆSτ determined, we may use the ma-
trix elements {〈φ¯Ni (τ
′),X
(J)
N
| Pˆ |φ¯Ni (τ),X
(K)
N
〉} to evaluate values of the inner products (2.25) with
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τ ′ 6= τ , and if one finds
∑
I
∣∣(X(I)
N
; Λˆ
Sτ
′
∣∣X(J)
N
; ΛˆSτ
)∣∣2 = 1 (2.27)
for τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ
′′
1 then we have Dτ ′ = Dτ = D in the interval. In this case, the matrix (2.25) gives
the unitary evolution operator for the wave function
ΨD (τ)
[
X
(I)
N
; ΛˆSτ
]
≡
(
X
(I)
N
; ΛˆSτ
∣∣ΨD) . (2.28)
If (2.27) does not hold for any interval, then there is no domain stability and no Schro¨dinger theory
is obtained. Thus, the transition amplitudes between Sτ and Sτ
′
detect the domain stability, and
in the presence of the stability they also govern the evolution of the wave functions.
In the above we have shown a procedure of using the path integral transition amplitudes
{〈φ¯Ni (τ
′), ψ′Ki | Pˆ |φ¯
N
i (τ), ψ
K
i 〉} to extract the Schro¨dinger theories with the given background.
We now address the possible transformations relating one quantum foliation to another. Suppose
we have two Schro¨dinger theories with their own sets of background fields φ¯Ni = φ¯
N
i (t) and
∗φ¯Ni =
∗φ¯Ni (τ), respectively defined in the domains D and
∗
D. If ∗D ⊂ D, then every wave function
Ψ(τ)
[
∗XN; ΛˆSτ
]
describing a state Ψ ∈ ∗D ⊂ D can be transformed into Ψ(t)
[
XN; ΛˆSt
]
through
the matrix
(
X
(I)
N
; ΛˆSt
∣∣∗X(J)
N
; ΛˆSτ
)
= (Λ−1
St
)∗
K
I
(Λ−1
Sτ
)
L
J 〈φ¯
N
i (t),X
(K)
N
| Pˆ |∗φ¯Ni (τ),
∗X
(L)
N
〉 . (2.29)
Physically, this transformation is to switch from the foliation in τ to that in t for the quantum
spacetimes in ∗D. Also, it is given by the path integral transition amplitudes between Sτ and St.
Moreover, a state Ψ′ ∈ (D−∗D) has a unitary Schro¨dinger representation only under the background
φ¯Ni (t), but not under
∗φ¯Ni (τ). The reason is clear – while {(ˆΛ
−1
Sτ
∗XˆS
τ
N
ΛˆSτ )(τ)} is a complete set of
observables in ∗D, it is not a complete set in D. In the special cases of D = ∗D, the two Schro¨dinger
theories are dual to each other, as the descriptions from the two different foliations of the same set
of quantum spacetimes. If (D− ∗D) 6= ∅, the theory (D, {Πˆt}t0≤t≤t1) is more global since it applies
to a broader range of measurements.
We’ve mentioned the theories of quantum gravity [6][7] with an absolute notion of time defined
under a privileged physical background φ¯Ni Abs(tAbs), such that the universe is described with a
fundamental Schro¨dinger theory. We also raised the question about whether such a theory could
account for the possibly detectable quantum behavior of the background fields φNi Abs. Here we
offer a possible scenario in which the answer is positive. The physical subspace that can support
a fundamental Schro¨dinger theory may turn out to be an exceptional domain DAbs. In such
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consideration, this domain would be regarded as the true physical Hilbert space Hphys ≡ DAbs.
In the fundamental Schro¨dinger theory (DAbs, {ΠˆtAbs}−∞≤tAbs≤∞), the fields φ
N
i Abs are without
quantum fluctuations. Nevertheless, there can be a sub domain ∗D ⊂ DAbs that provides an
effective Schro¨dinger theory (∗D, {Πˆτ}τ0≤τ≤τ1) in a different foliation, in which φ
N
i Abs are dynamical
quantum fields.
III. ONE DIMENSIONAL MODEL
Here we apply the quantum Cauchy surfaces to a one dimensional model with a single constraint.
The classical system of our model has a kinematic phase space coordinatizd by three canonical
conjugate pairs {Xj , Pj}j=A,B,C . The non-trivial Poisson brackets are given by {Xj , Pj} = 1, and
the system is governed by the scalar constraint H ≡ P 2A/mA +mAω
2X2A − P
2
B/mB + P
2
C/mC .
A. Refined Algebraic Quantization and Timeless Physical Hilbert Space H
To obtain the Dirac theory for the system, we first quantize the system through the refined
algebraic quantization procedure. The canonical quantization of the kinematic phase space leads
to the quantized constraint operator Hˆ ≡ Pˆ 2A/mA +mAω
2Xˆ2A − Pˆ
2
B/mB + Pˆ
2
C/mC , which acts on
the kinematic Hilbert space K ≡ Span{|EAn , PB , PC〉}, where E
A
n denotes the harmonic oscillator’s
energy levels of the subsystem A. In this case, the physical Hilbert space H ⊂ K∗ can be constructed
through the standard group averaging method, which gives the rigging map Pˆ : K→ H as:
Pˆ ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dλeiλHˆ = δ
(
Pˆ 2A/mA +mAω
2Xˆ2A − Pˆ
2
B/mB + Pˆ
2
C/mC
)
. (3.1)
The rigging map then equips H with a Hermitian inner product. As mentioned, the inner product
between any two physical states |Ψ1) ≡ Pˆ |ψ1〉 and |Ψ2) ≡ Pˆ |ψ2〉 is given by
(Ψ1|Ψ2) ≡ 〈ψ1| Pˆ |ψ2〉 , (3.2)
where 〈·|·〉 and (·|·) denote respectively the inner products in K and H.
Denote the energy levels of the system A as EAn = ~ω(2n+1). We also introduce the following
useful notations
ηB ≡ ±1 ; |P
⋆
B |(n, PC) ≡
√
mB(EAn + P
2
C/mC) ; P
⋆
B ≡ ηB |P
⋆
B | ;
ηC ≡ ±1 ; |P
⋆
C |(n, PB) ≡
√
mC |P 2B/mB − E
A
n | ; P
⋆
C ≡ ηC |P
⋆
C |. (3.3)
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We have
Pˆ lim
ǫ→0
∫ P ⋆
B
+ǫ
P ⋆
B
−ǫ
dP ′B |E
A
n , P
′
B , PC〉 =
1
|P ⋆B |/2mB
|EAn , P
⋆
B , PC〉 ,
and Pˆ lim
ǫ→0
∫ P ⋆
C
+ǫ
P ⋆
C
−ǫ
dP ′C |E
A
n , PB , P
′
C〉P ⋆2
C
≥0 =
1
|P ⋆C |/2mC
|EAn , PB , P
⋆
C〉P ⋆2
C
≥0 .
(3.4)
Using the above and the inner product defined in 3.2, we find H to be spanned by either of the (δ-
normalized) orthonormal basis{∣∣∣∣EAn , ηB , PC
)
≡
1√
|P ⋆B |/2mB
|EAn , P
⋆
B , PC〉
}
and
{∣∣∣∣EAn , PB , ηC
)
P ⋆2
C
≥0
≡
1√
|P ⋆C |/2mC
|EAn , PB , P
⋆
C〉P ⋆2
C
≥0
}
(3.5)
satisfying (
EAm, η
′
B , P
′
C
∣∣∣∣EAn , ηB , PC
)
= δm,nδη′
B
,ηBδ(P
′
C − PC), (3.6)
and
(
EAm, P
′
B , η
′
C
∣∣∣∣EAn , PB , ηC
)
P ⋆2
C
,P
′⋆2
C
≥0
= δm,nδη′
C
,ηCδ(P
′
B − PB). (3.7)
A typical physical state in H thus takes the forms
∣∣Ψ) =∑
n
∫ ∞
−∞
dPC ΨH;C (E
A
n , ηB , PC)
∣∣EAn , ηB , PC),
=
∑
n
∫
P ⋆2
C
≥0
dPB ΨH;B (E
A
n , PB , ηC)
∣∣EAn , PB , ηC). (3.8)
where ΨH;C =
√
|P ⋆C |/2mC/
√
|P ⋆B |/2mB ΨH;B denotes the timeless and normalized Heissenberg
wave function. Finally, all the self-adjoint operators in K commuting with Hˆ become Dirac ob-
servables in H.
Having completed the refine algebraic quantization, we now apply the quantum Cauchy surfaces
to the timeless theory to obtain the Schro¨dinger theory under a specified background. Particularly,
we will follow the procedure using the relevant transition amplitudes, which is described in Sec.II.D.
B. Quantum Cauchy Surfaces with φˆ ≡ XˆB
In this section we look for the Schro¨dinger theory in which XB appears to be a classical mono-
tonic background specified as X¯B(t) ≡ φ¯(t) = t. According to the background, the relevant
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eigenspace for each t is given by St⋆ = Span
{
|EAn , X¯
±
B (t), PC 〉
}
spanned by the basis members of
the infinitely wide wave packets, each with the specified value in XB and a definite sign in PB .
The basis is thus defined by
|X¯±B (t)〉 ≡ ±
∫ ±∞
0
dP ′B e
−iP ′
B
X¯B(t)/~ |P ′B〉 . (3.9)
First, we calculate the transition amplitudes between the members in St⋆ and S
t′
⋆ . They can be
obtained easily as
〈EAn′ , X¯
η′
B
B (t
′) , P ′C | Pˆ |E
A
n , X¯
ηB
B (t) , PC〉 =
eiP
⋆
B
(t−t′)/~
|P ⋆B |/2mB
δη′
B
,ηB δn′, n δ(P
′
C − PC). (3.10)
By setting t′ = t, we see that the equation (2.13) in this case has only the zero vector solution for
any t so the kernel is trivial. Thus we have the quantum Cauchy surface Πˆt with Image{Πˆt|Dt} =
S
t = St⋆ =
{
Span
{
|EAn , X¯
±
B (t), PC〉
}
for each value of t. Then, we may set {XS
t
N
} ≡ {XN} ≡
{XˆA, ηˆB , XˆC}, and {P
St
N
} ≡ {PN} ≡ {PˆA, PˆηB , PˆC}, where PˆηB is conjugate to ηˆB .
Next, we look into the transition amplitudes between the two sets of eigenbasis at t and t′, given
by
〈φ¯(t′),P′
N
| Pˆ |φ¯(t),PN〉 ≡ 〈E
A
n′ , X¯
η′
B
B (t
′) , P ′C | Pˆ |E
A
n , X¯
ηB
B (t) , PC〉 (3.11)
By setting t = t′ in the above, we solve the equation (2.26) and find an obvious solution
ΛˆSt ≡
1√
|Pˆ ⋆B |/2mB
; Pˆ ⋆B ≡ P
⋆
B(ηˆB , XˆA, PˆA, PˆC). (3.12)
Then, a complete set of Dirac observables for Dt may be given by {
(
Λˆ−1t X
St
N
Λˆt
)
(t)
}
or {
(
Λˆ−1t P
St
N
Λˆt
)
(t)
}
,
which satisfies
(
Λˆ−1t (X
St
N
, P S
t
N
) Λˆt
)
(t)
∣∣∣∣
Dt
≡ Pˆ
√
|Pˆ ⋆B |/2mB (XˆN , PˆN)
1√
|Pˆ ⋆B |/2mB
Πˆt . (3.13)
Next, inserting the values of (3.19) and the given Λˆt into (2.25), we find that (2.27) is satisfied
and thus Dt = D for all t. Therefore, we have now identified a Schro¨dinger theory (D, {Πˆt}−∞≤t≤∞)
under the background X¯B(t) = t, with the wave functions of the form ΨD (t)
[
XN; ΛˆSt
]
as defined
in (2.28). Finally, using a more convenient complete set {X˜N} ≡ {EˆAn , ηˆB , PˆC} we can calculate
the evolution matrix for the wave functions through (2.27), which is just
(
X˜′
N
; Λˆ
St
′
∣∣X˜N; ΛˆSt) = eiP ⋆B (t′−t)/~ δη′
B
,ηB δn′, n δ(P
′
C − PC). (3.14)
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One can now read off the effective Hamiltonian governing the wave functionΨD (t)
[
XN; ΛˆSt
]
, which
is
HˆB = HB(XˆN , PˆN) ≡ Pˆ
⋆
B = ηˆB
√
mB(EˆAn + Pˆ
2
C/mC). (3.15)
Observe that the theory is identical to the simpliest theory obtained through the reduced phase
space quantization using XB as the clock. Lastly, we can check that D = H, so the Schro¨dinger
theory (D, {Πˆt}−∞≤t≤∞) is globally defined in the full physical Hilbert space.
As a final remark we make an observation on the state of the background. Had we chosen
|X¯B(t)〉 as the state of the background, we would have S
′t
⋆ = S
′t = Span
{
|EAn , X¯B(t), PC 〉
}
.
Correspondingly, we would find D′t = Span
{
e−iP
⋆
B
X¯B(t)/~
∣∣EAn ,+ , PC) + eiP ⋆B X¯B(t)/~∣∣EAn ,− , PC)}.
One can then immediately see that D′t′ 6= D
′
t whenever t
′ 6= t, and thus there is no unitary evolution
in any range of t.
C. Quantum Cauchy Surfaces with ∗φˆ = XˆA
Now we look for the Schro¨dinger theory in which XA appear to be a background with the
assigned value X¯A(τ) ≡
∗φˆ(τ) = τ . According to the background, the relevant eigenspace for each
τ is given by Sτ⋆ = Span
{
|X¯±A (τ), PB , PC〉
}
, where |X¯±A 〉 is analogously given by (3.9).
First, we calculate the transition amplitudes between the members in Sτ⋆ and S
τ ′
⋆ . With
φn(X¯
±
A ) ≡ 〈E
A
n |X¯
±
A 〉, they are given by
〈X¯
η′
A
A (τ
′) , P ′B , P
′
C | Pˆ | X¯
ηA
A (τ) , PB , PC〉 =
∑
n′, n
δ(0)2
φ∗n(X¯
η′
A
A (τ
′)) φn′(X¯
ηA
A (τ))
|PB |/2mB
× δ|PB|,|P ⋆B| δ|PB |, |P
′⋆
B
| δPB ,P ′B δ(PC − P
′
C),
(3.16)
where the δ(0)2 can be tamed by a smearing over both P ′B and PB .
By setting τ ′ = τ in the above, we again use (2.13) to look for the kernel. This time, we have
a non-trivial kernel given by
Ker[Pˆ|Sτ⋆ ] = Span
{
|X¯±A (τ), PB , PC〉PB 6=P ⋆B(n,PC)∀n
}
⊕Span
{
|X¯+A (τ), PB , PC〉 − κPB ,PC |X¯
−
A (τ), PB , PC〉
}
. (3.17)
The first component of the kernel says that the physical spectrum of PB corresponding to each
PC should be discretized according to the values of E
A
n ; the second component indicates the
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degeneracy between ηA = ±1 for the physical states due to the periodicity of the oscilla-
tor. This gives us a natural choice for a compliment space, given by Image{Πˆτ |Dτ } = S
τ ≡
Span{limǫ→0 ǫ | X¯
+
A (τ) , P
⋆
B , PC〉} with
lim
ǫ→0
ǫ | X¯+A (τ) , P
⋆
B , PC〉 ≡ lim
ǫ→0
∫ P ⋆
B
+ǫ/2
P ⋆
B
−ǫ/2
dP ′B | X¯
ηA
A (τ) , P
′
B , PC〉 . (3.18)
One obvious complete set of self-adjoint operators in Sτ is given by {PˆS
τ
N
} ≡ {∗PˆN} ≡ {PˆB , PˆC}.
Tailored to the partially discrete spectrum of (P ⋆B , PC) in S
τ , we can construct two commuting
“difference” operators Xˆ B and Xˆ

C , such that {
∗XˆN} ≡ {Xˆ

B , Xˆ

C} is another complete set for S
τ
conjugate to the set{∗PˆN}. Also, since the spectrum gap of (P
⋆
B , PC) is of O(~), we naturally have
lim~→0(Xˆ

B , Xˆ

C) = (XˆB , XˆC).
Next, we look into the transition amplitudes between the two sets of eigenbasis at τ and τ ′,
given by
〈∗φ¯(τ ′), ∗P′
N
| Pˆ |∗φ¯(τ), ∗PN〉 ≡ lim
ǫ→0
ǫ2 〈 X¯+A (τ
′) , P ′B
⋆
, P ′C | Pˆ | X¯
+
A (τ) , P
⋆
B , PC〉 (3.19)
whose values are given by (3.16) by noting that limǫ→0 ǫ
2δ(0)2 = 1. Setting τ = τ ′ we solve (2.26)
and find a solution to be
ΛˆSτ ≡ lim
ǫ→0
|φnˆ(X¯
+
A (τ))|
ǫ
√
|PˆB |/2mB
; nˆ ≡ n(PˆB , PˆC). (3.20)
Then a complete set of Dirac observables for Dτ may be given by {
(
Λˆ−1τ X
Sτ
N
Λˆτ
)
(τ)
}
or {
(
Λˆ−1τ P
Sτ
N
Λˆτ
)
(τ)
}
which satisfies
(
Λˆ−1τ (X
Sτ
N
, P S
τ
N
) Λˆτ
)
(τ)
∣∣∣∣
D
≡ Pˆ
√
|PˆB |/2mB
|φnˆ(X¯
+
A (τ))|
(∗XˆN ,
∗PˆN)
|φnˆ(X¯
+
A (τ))|√
|PˆB |/2mB
Πˆτ . (3.21)
Note that, just as in general cases, the overall scaling like the ǫ in Λˆτ does not appear in any of
the corresponding Dirac observables.
Next, inserting the values of (3.19) and ΛˆSτ into (2.25), we find that (2.27) is again sat-
isfied and thus Dτ =
∗
D for all τ . Therefore, we have identified another Schro¨dinger theory
(∗D, {Πˆτ}−∞≤τ≤∞) under the background X¯A(τ) = τ , with the wave function Ψ∗D (τ)
[
∗XN; ΛˆSτ
]
as defined in (2.28). Finally, the evolution matrix for the wave functions defined in (2.27) is
(
∗P′
N
; Λˆ
Sτ
′
∣∣∗PN; ΛˆSτ ) = φ∗n(X¯+A (τ ′))φn′(X¯+A (τ))
|φn(X¯
+
A (τ
′))||φn(X¯
+
A (τ))|
δPB , P ′B δ(PC − P
′
C). (3.22)
To further evaluate this matrix, we introduce
|φn(X
+
A )| ≡ |φ|(n,XA) ; φn(X
+
A ) = |φ|(n,XA)e
−iS(n,XA)/~, (3.23)
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and by using the WKB approximation we can easily show that
S(n,XA) =
∫ XA
X0
dXA
√
mA
(
EAn −mAω
2X2A
)
+ ζ(n,XA) ;
|φ|(n,XA) ∼ O(~
0) ; lim
~→0
ζ(n,XA)
∣∣
EAn−mAω
2X2
A
>0
= 0. (3.24)
Thus the above evolution matrix can be expressed as
exp
[
−
i
~
∫ τ ′
τ
∂XA S(n, XA) dXA
]
δPB , P ′B δ(PC − P
′
C) . (3.25)
Finally, we recognize from the above the effective Hamiltonian, governing Ψ∗D (τ)
[
∗XN; ΛˆSτ
]
under
the background, is given by
HˆA (τ) = HA (τ)(
∗XˆN,
∗PˆN) ≡ ∂τ S(nˆ, τ) =
√
mA
(
Pˆ 2B/mB − Pˆ
2
C/mC −mAω
2τ2
)
+ ζ(PˆB , PˆC , τ).
(3.26)
Referring to (3.24), we see that the classical limits of the Shro¨dinger theory truly gives the classical
reduced phase space theory using XA as the clock variable in the proper region satisfying E
A
n −
mAω
2X2A > 0. Lastly, we can check that
∗
D = H, so the Schro¨dinger theory (∗D, {Πˆτ}−∞≤τ≤∞) is
globally defined in the full physical Hilbert space.
As a final remark, we comment on the proper background. Had we instead chosen |X¯A(τ)〉 as the
background state, we would have S
′τ
⋆ = S
′τ = Span
{
|X¯A(τ), P
⋆
B , PC〉
}
. In this case, because of the
periodic nature of A, the domain stability D′τ = D = H will still be satisfied. Also, the corresponding
Λˆ′τ would be given by replacing the factor φnˆ(X
+
A ) in (3.20) with φnˆ(XA) (φn(XA) ≡ 〈E
A
n |XA〉).
Since φn(XA) is a standing wave with zeros at the nodes, Λˆ
′−1
τ diverges at these nodes. Unlike the
overall scaling of the ǫ, these infinities in Λˆ
′−1
τ are operator divergences, because they depend on
nˆ = n(PˆB , PˆC). Therefore the quantum Cauchy surfaces with this alternative background do not
lead to a well-defined Shro¨dinger theory.
D. Comparisons
The two sets of quantum Cauchy surfaces Πˆt and Πˆτ had each induced a complete set of Dirac
observables for H, along with their conjugate momenta, leading to two distinct Shro¨dinger theories
with different sets of fluctuating variables. This is achieved by the exact isomorphisms made
possible through (2.11) and (2.10).
Observe that the same cannot be achieved by using the quantum relational observables in
the form (2.3) in this theory. Using the variable XB or XA as the clocks with the specified
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values, together with OˆN ≡ (XˆA, XˆC , PˆA, PˆC) or
∗OˆN ≡ (XˆB , XˆC , PˆB , PˆC) the quantum relational
observables would be respectively given by
OˆN(X¯B(t)) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ eiλHˆ sym
{
OˆN |PˆB/2mB | δ(XˆB − X¯B(t))
}
e−iλHˆ
∗OˆN(X¯A(τ)) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ eiλHˆ sym
{
∗OˆN |PˆA/2mA| δ(XˆA − X¯A(τ))
}
e−iλHˆ .
(3.27)
It can be checked that these observables, under generic self-adjoint symmetrizations, do not form an
exact representation of OˆN and
∗OˆN, due to the corrections introduced through the commutations
between the clock operators and their conjugate momenta. On the other hand, our observables
{
(
Λˆ−1t (XˆN, PˆN)Λˆt
)
(t)
}
and {
(
Λˆ−1τ (
∗XˆN,
∗PˆN)Λˆτ
)
(τ)
}
constructed as the faithful representations
can be shown to take the explicit forms
(
Λˆ−1t (XˆN, PˆN)Λˆt
)
(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ eiλHˆ
√
|Pˆ ⋆B |/2mB (XˆN, PˆN)
1√
|Pˆ ⋆B |/2mB
×
∑
ηB
θ(ηBPˆB) δ(XˆB − X¯B(t)) |PˆB/2mB | θ(ηBPˆB) e
−iλHˆ
(
Λˆ−1τ (
∗XˆN,
∗PˆN)Λˆτ
)
(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ eiλHˆ
√
|PˆB |/2mB
|φnˆ(X¯
+
A (τ))|
(∗XˆN,
∗PˆN)
|φnˆ(X¯
+
A (τ))|√
|PˆB |/2mB
×θ(PˆA) δ(XˆA − X¯A(τ)) |PˆA/2mA| θ(PˆA) e
−iλHˆ . (3.28)
In our observables, the Λˆt and Λˆτ can annihilate with their inverses up to only quantum corrections.
Also, we have
∑
ηB
θ2(ηBPˆB) = Iˆ and lim~→0(
∗XˆN,
∗PˆN) =
∗OˆN. These lead to the fact that
lim
~→0
(
Λˆ−1t (XˆN, PˆN)Λˆt
)
(t) = OˆN(X¯B(t)) ; lim
~→0
(
Λˆ−1τ (
∗XˆN,
∗PˆN)Λˆτ
)
(τ) = ∗OˆN(X¯A(τ)) · θ(PˆA).
(3.29)
That is, the two types of observables have the same classical limits in the sectors with a definite
sign for the momenta of the clocks. This confirms our expectation from the discussion in the end
of Sec.II.A.
Beyond the classical limits, the quantum Cauchy surfaces are fundamental objects in the deep
quantum regions, where they define the exact Shro¨dinger theories. Note that while the theory
(D, {Πˆt}−∞≤t≤∞) is identical to the corresponding quantum reduced phase space theory, the theory
(∗D, {Πˆτ}−∞≤τ≤∞) has no proper correspondence from the reduced phase space method, due to
the bounded nature of the classical clock. However, the underlying quantum nature of the clock
in (∗D, {Πˆτ}−∞≤τ≤∞) allows the physical time to “tunnel” to infinity. Thus the theory would
always give a purely quantum region for any physical state. Even within the region with the
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classical limits, we have seen that the observable spectra for PB and PC are also corrected by this
underlying quantum nature of the clock.
Finally, since both of the Schro¨dinger theories are global ∗D = D = H the two theories are dual
to each other. The transformation matrix can be calculated through (2.27), and the result is(
∗P′N; ΛˆSτ
∣∣PN; ΛˆSt) = e−iP ⋆B X¯B(t)/~ eiS(n′,X¯A(τ)) δP ′
B
, P ⋆
B
δ(P ′C − PC). (3.30)
This represents the change between the two observer frames associated to the two foliations {Πˆt}
and {Πˆτ}.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
For a Dirac theory of quantum gravity (H,K, Pˆ), we have proposed an exact notion of Cauchy
surfaces from the quantum level, which we have argued to be essential for obtaining an effective
Schro¨dinger theory. They are generally defined as the right inverse maps of the rigging map Pˆ.
Similar to its classical counterpart, a quantum Cauchy surface can represent D ⊂ H with an
instantaneous “quantum reduced phase space” St ⊂ K. A self-adjoint complete set of operators
in St provides a spectrum for the Schro¨dinger wave function describing Ψ ∈ D, which is defined
at the moment given by the quantum Cauchy surface. Through this representation, a physical
fundamental algebra in D is also induced by the fundamental algebra in St. Further, the quantum
degrees of freedom absent in St due to the constraints naturally yield a physical background without
any quantum fluctuation, which may provide a notion of time for the wave function. This is very
much in analogy to the classical reduced phase space theory. Under a specified background, we
also deduced the two essential stabilities for a Schro¨dinger theory to emerge for a finite interval of
time. The Heisenberg operators for such a Schro¨dinger theory are labeled by the background field
values, and thus they are special Dirac observables in the Dirac theories that are closely related to
the standard quantum relational observables.
We also noted that when the physical domains of two such Schro¨dinger theories overlap, a
physical state from the overlapping subspace would have both of the Schro¨dinger representations,
related by a unitary transformation between the observer frames associated with the two quantum
foliations. Moreover, we argued that each of the Schro¨dinger theories can be written in terms of
the relevant path integral transition amplitudes, given by the rigging map matrix elements in the
sectors with the specified background.
According to our formalism, the observer frame of ours can be inferred by the specific back-
ground that we observe to be purely classical fields. The significance of such formalism is apparent
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for deriving a quantum cosmological model from a Dirac theory of quantum gravity. For that,
one needs to describe a unitary quantum evolution over a given set of observables, in a fundamen-
tally timeless theory treating all possible quantum fluctuations equally. Furthermore, an emergent
Schro¨dinger theory could carry the signatures of the full quantum fluctuations in the underlying
Dirac theory, which would be absent in the reduced phase space quantization using the same back-
ground. As we have shown through our simple model, this can happen not only to the dynamics,
but also to the spectrum of the observables. This special feature revealed by the quantum Cauchy
surfaces would be of great interests in the context of quantum cosmology.
For our future works, the most immediate next step should be testing our construction in the
Dirac theories of the minisuperspace cosmological models. However, it is more important to im-
plement our proposal in a model theory with the full set of scalar and momentum constraints, so
we may show that our formal construction can be realized rigorously. As mentioned, the currently
most promising Dirac theory of quantum gravity is loop quantum gravity, which has a solid kine-
matic Hilbert space of the quantum geometry. In our previous works [40][41], we had applied the
Dirac observables of the form (2.7) to a model of loop quantum gravity, to derive the semi classical
limits of the model. The model shares same kinematic Hilbert space with the full theory of loop
quantum gravity, and is obtained by simplifying the standard scalar constraint operator in the full
theory. Although the quantum Cauchy surfaces are applied only in the semi classical limits, the
core idea is that our Dirac observables faithfully represent the loop algebra of the quantum geome-
try in the limits. As a result, the dynamics obtained from using these Dirac observables recovers a
specific semi classical limit of general relativity, accompanied by the signature corrections from the
quantum geometry. Along this line, our proposal in this paper serves to specify our method right
from the quantum level. Therefore correspondingly, it is probably best to improve the previous
model so that an implementation of the quantum Cauchy surfaces can be demonstrated in the
quantum level.
There are many other interesting and important topics about quantum gravity we may discuss
through the proposal. As what we have argued, the path-integral transition amplitudes may be
translated to the components of our Schro¨dinger theories. Further studies in this direction could
provide us insights relating the covariant and canonical formulations of quantum gravity, from a
more physical point of view. Lastly, we should also address the issue of consistent probabilistic
interpretations for the locally defined Schro¨dinger theories suggested by our proposal.
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